
The Future of Food

Bringing together food, people and robots 
to improve the way we eat

The world’s leading food service robot
combining robotics, automation
and machine learning



The future is served at Ocado 

The first Semblr machine in public use is at Ocado’s Head Office, 
serving our Asian Fusion Bowls menu with 17 separate 
ingredients that the customer can choose from. 

The menu includes hot and cold items, a range of proteins and 
sauces as well as fresh toppings and garnishes.

In total, customers can create over 2,700 different combinations! 

The Future of Food 

Semblr combines robotics and AI to improve customer choice, 
increase throughput and reduce food wastage. It can serve a wide 
variety of ingredients and cuisines with Karakuri’s unique 
automatic portioning technology, and can be configured to handle 
multiple menus in one day. 

Semblr’s extensive list of compatible ingredients and food types 
allows it to be used to provide a range of menus that include Asian 
Fusion Bowls, Poke Bowls, World Flavour Bowls, Buddha Bowls 
and Smoothie Bowls.

Designed to create high volumes of 
customer-personalised meals in minutes

Contact us today 

Call our team now on +44 (0)20 3488 5850
email info@karakuri.com or visit karakuri.com

Follow us 

@karakuri_tech
#TheFutureofFood



A whole new category of 
personalised food dispensing

User-selectable portion sizes gives customers the ability to 
personalise their meals to fit their dietary needs

Every individual portion is weighed to match the customer order

14 enclosed serving chambers can hold up to 56 
temperature-controlled ingredients

Allergens are always contained and segregated

Where customisation 
meets mass production

High throughput – up to 110 meals per hour

Fast meal serving time – approximately 3 minutes from order
to collection

4 bowls can be prepared at the same time via 6 in/out passes

Compact size (2.5m x 2m) designed to be easily transported

Benefiting provider and customer 

Mobile app ordering gives customers time-saving option to 
order from anywhere

Increased efficiencies by reducing the time spent on repetitive 
and time-consuming tasks

Perfect food quality with every order completed to specification

Full traceability and data logging of every customer order

Helping food wastage meet its end

Accurate portion control improves customer satisfaction and 
reduces give-away

Real-time usage monitoring – statistics allow for optimised 
kitchen planning both in terms of staffing and raw materials

Real-time order analysis provides the opportunity for menu 
updates to remove less popular ingredients and replace with 
better selling alternatives
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OUR_MANIFESTO

We love food. We love robots. And we love people.

So we’ve built a world where food and robots and people connect.
      
To create a new and better experience for everyone. A world where 
freshly made, healthier food is as convenient as fast food.

Where robotics and AI have created a whole new category of 
personalised food service. Where both the people who provide the 
food and the people who eat the food benefit.
      
A world where customisation meets mass production. 
Where choice meets quality. Where problems meet solutions.

And where food wastage meets its end.
      
Put simply, we are the future of food. And the future is here. 

We’re the future of food. 
Wouldn’t you like to be able to say that too?

Karakuri Ltd
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Hammersmith Studios
55a Yeldham Road
London
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@karakuri_tech

Contact us today
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